FREE Black River e-Liquid!
Two 1ml Samples w/Orders $20+

Use code: FreeBRiverSamples at checkout

Is it really FREE?
Yes! Try some of our delicious premium Black River eLiquids for FREE - 65 flavors to choose from! This outstanding 70-30 eLiquid from the folks at DIY Vapor Supply is smooth, flavorful and produces a strong but balanced throat hit.

What do I do?
Simply add any 2 Black River 1ml samples to your cart (additional samples only $.65 each). If your order is $20+ you can enter the coupon code FreeBRiverSamples at checkout to receive your two Black River 1ml e-liquid samples absolutely FREE!

Ready for larger sizes?
Check out our 15ml and 30ml bottles. Email or call us if you don’t see the size or strength you want.

Joost Vapor - Our newest great tasting eLiquids!
Welcome yet another line of premium eLiquids to our product lineup from Joost Vapor! Joost Vapor handcrafts premium E-Liquids right here in Michigan made from the finest ingredients in the USA and provides premium vapor for those who live a premium lifestyle.

“Love the juice you guys make. It’s awesome!!!!!! Great flavors.”
Try our Black River eLiquids - from DIY Vapor Supply!
Announcing our new Premium line of eLiquids from Black River! These one-of-a-kind mixes are formulated and produced IN THE USA in a Class 5 cleanroom, and are available on our website in 15ml amber glass bottles and in tons of flavors! This is a truly phenomenal eLiquid with amazingly accurate flavors and a crazy good taste. We're confident you're going to love these juices!

What are Electronic Cigarettes?
Unlike a traditional cigarette, Electronic Cigarettes from eSmokeClub do not contain any tobacco! They are also free of the many hundreds of carcinogens and toxins found in real cigarettes, such as arsenic, tar and carbon monoxide.

With Electronic Cigarettes you will have the freedom to "vape" in many indoor areas all while potentially saving thousands of dollars. There are no odors, no ashtrays, no butts, no mess, no flames, and no second-hand smoke. In fact, there is no first-hand smoke either! All you get is atomized nicotine vapor and a simulated smoking experience that closely resembles real cigarettes!

Electronic cigarettes (e-Cigs) are easy to use and compact enough to fit anywhere. The devices simulate the functions of a real cigarette without many of the harmful chemicals. Powered by rechargeable Lithium-Ion batteries, they typically use small tanks filled with nicotine fluid. When the user inhales, the heating elements or "coils" vaporize the nicotine liquid which is inhaled into the lungs.

eCig Variations

**Tank eCigs** - Transparent nicotine reservoirs or 'tanks' screwed onto a battery.

**Cartomizer eCigs** - A cartridge-like device that screws onto a battery. Inside is a heating element which is wrapped in white absorbent material that holds the nicotine liquid.

**Direct Drip eCigs** - Battery with a 'direct drip' atomizer screwed on top. eLiquid is dripped frequently into the atomizer for a more pure and clean taste.

**Cartridge eCigs** - This is older technology which many still love. It requires 3 pieces: a) a battery, b) a simply cartridge with white absorbent material that holds eLiquid, and c) an 'atomizer' which sits between them both and heats up to vaporize the eLiquid.

Battery Variations

**Manual vs Automatic Batteries** - This is as simple as it sounds. A user either presses a button...
About Us

What is www.eSmokeClub.com?

Our company was started in order to share the joys and pleasures of electronic cigarettes with everyone! We became frustrated with faulty equipment and poor customer support from other companies and decided we could do better! Add to that the fact that several of our founding members have been smoke-free for several years now, and the result was a business opportunity that could hopefully support us and our families as well as actually help people save money! We couldn’t resist the chance to do both!

Our eCigs are not marketed as smoking cessation or stop-smoking devices, but as personal vaporizers. We feel that this is the responsible way to approach this industry. These devices merely offer an alternative to real cigarettes. Whether or not they are healthier than real eCigs will be up to you to decide based upon your own research. We make no claims relating to health of safety as compared to traditional cigarettes or any other product.

What we can say is that you would almost certainly save money if you were to choose to ‘vape’ rather than smoke real cigarettes. You also won’t smell, you’ll have no messy ashes to deal with, no flames, no tar / tobacco / arsenic / hundreds of other toxins found in real cigs, and you’ll be able to smoke nearly anywhere you want – legally!

This is because eCigs are not traditional tobacco products, and in fact they produce no smoke at all. The “smoke” you inhale and exhale is merely a nicotine-enhanced and water-based vapor. The “vapor” looks, feels and tastes like very similar to real smoke however, and as such the feeling of smoking is simulated so closely that many prefer eCigs to real cigarettes as an alternative. Again, these are NOT smoking cessation or stop-smoking products!

We also feature what we believe is the best customer service in the industry – period! We’re not happy unless you are happy. Every company has limits though, and we won’t entertain those who try to take advantage of us. However, if you are a decent, honest, and pleasant customer you’ll find our compassion for your issues and our desire to please you will be endless. If low prices and incredible customer service are not important to you then we may not be the supplier you seek.

Smoke nearly anywhere - legally!

Save money!

Stop smoking like an ashtray!

Avoid cigarette messes-

Shop at www.eSmokeClub.com or email us at sales@eSmokeClub.com for more info. We’ll be glad to help you in any way possible, and we promise we will not be satisfied unless you are as well.

Thanks,

eSmokeClub Staff

Customer Support Hours:
Mon-Fri
9am-4:30PM EST
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